My 3 Sons
Proud parents, Lisa and Brian, recently sat down
with MHA to share how MHA’s ParentVOICE
program has taught them how to better support
their three sons—who all live with unique
challenges and special needs.
Brian and Lisa were referred to MHA’s Family
Partner Cathy Johnson for help when their
youngest son with Down syndrome, was not getting
the supports he needed at a Mecklenburg County
charter school. Cathy helped validate that Lisa and
Brian had cause to file complaints against the
school. To this day, there is still a retaliation
complaint pending investigation with the Office of
Civil Rights. Because of increased retaliation by the
charter school, Brian and Lisa had to withdraw him
and enroll him in a Cabarrus County school.
Through this difficult experience, Brian and Lisa
received support from ParentVOICE, both by
attending a few MHA support groups and getting
one-on-one guidance. Lisa learned of MHA’s Family
Parent Training Institute and went on to complete
more than 80 hours of courses to gain knowledge
and skills to help her family, as well as other
families.

Lisa and Brian’s Three Sons
Lisa said, "What I've learned through the
training has been imperative for where we are
now and the connections, information and
resources we've walked away with, have been
impeccable. . . that has increased our quality of
life for sure.”
Although the journey with ParentVOICE started
to help their youngest, Lisa and Brian are now
grateful for all that Lisa learned about mental
health supports as well. Recently Brian and Lisa’s
oldest son started exhibiting signs of a mental
health disorder. Lisa’s training allowed them to
understand what was happening and prompted
her to plug into resources with help from MHA’s
Family Partner Amy Dickey. Brian and Lisa’s
middle son, who has dyslexia, manages it well
but struggled through the pandemic with signs
of depression, like so many teenagers have.
ParentVOICE gave Brian and Lisa the tools they
needed to be aware of what his behavior meant,
and how to best support him. Brian and Lisa said
the last few years would have been much more
overwhelming without the training and support
they received from ParentVOICE.

Family Partner Graduate Lisa said, “Every direction we go
where support is supposed to be, it's really not there
unless you fight for it. . .knowing other people have been
down this road is a comfort.”
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